
Dresden Checkerboard
48" x 72"

Thanks to Ms. Jeanette Pié for allowing me to use a picture 
of her quilt! (Mine is still a work in progress - see pic at end 
of this document. 😔 )

Class description:
This modern quilt pattern combines different techniques of machine piecing and machine  
appliqué (or hand, if you prefer!). The background comes together lickety split, and the 
dresden plates are fun to put together.

Pre-class instructions are included following the supply list.

Supplies:
✦ Dresden Checkerboard pattern by Urban Elements (available from Linda)
✦ Fabric:

• Checkerboard (background):
✴ (4) ⅞ yd cuts of varying value (“white”, light, medium, & dark). If your dresden plate 

blade fabrics are busy, try to choose fabrics which ‘read’ as solids, or don’t compete 
with the dresden plates.

• Dresden plates**:
✴ Blades: (16) ⅛ yds.
✴ Centers: ¼ yd (‘straight’ or ‘fat’). [Each center finishes 6” diameter]
** There are a total of 6 dresden plates: 1 big, 2 medium, and 3 small, and each plate has 16 
blades. The pattern’s fabric requirements are based on using each fabric one time in each 
plate. Jeanette did the same thing, except she varied the placement of each fabric from one 
dresden to another. I went for a scrappier look and made each plate a different color way, with 
minimal repeats throughout (See pic of ‘almost done’ quilt below).

• Backing - 3 yds [horizontal seam], or 4½ yds [vertical seam]



• Binding - ½ yd

✦ Card stock, or template plastic, (2) 8½” x 11” pieces. 
✦ Straight pins - good quality, thin
✦ Purple thang, (or your preferred tool for turning things inside out!)
✦ Ruler(s):

• 6” x 24” or  6½” by 24½”
• Helpful, but not required: either 4” x 14”, 3½” x 18½”, 6” x 12” or something along those 

lines.
✦ Rotary cutter & Mat
✦ Thread - high quality cotton, neutral color, pre-wound bobbins
✦ Spare bobbins, scissors, pins, seam ripper
✦ Sewing machine in good working condition

My work in progress. I decided to 
use up some of my Kaffe Fassett 

scraps. Fabrics in center of 
dresdens are being auditioned!!



✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ 

Pre-Class Prep
Cut fabric
For background:

• From each of your 4 background fabrics, cut (2) 12½” x WOF strips

Make templates
Print templates from pdf document provided with class info. Using your preferred method, 
either trace onto template plastic or paste to card stock and cut out templates. BE PRECISE!! 
Your accuracy will impact how well all the blades of your desden plates sew together and lay 
flat.

✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂ ✂  

Please contact me if you have any questions!!!!
Contact info:

• Susan Crane, (302) 528-4642
• quilterontherun@aol.com

 

mailto:quilterontherun@aol.com

